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PROPERTY BAROMETER 

 

FNB INVESTMENT AND LEISURE PROPERTY 

ESTATE AGENT SURVEY 

 

Non-essential home buying slightly up off recent 

lows, but still not a high priority, and interest rate 

hiking is expected to keep it this way 

 

1
st
 QUARTER FNB ESTATE AGENT SURVEY SHOWS A FURTHER 

SLIGHT INCREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF BUY-TO-LET 

BUYERS 

 Non-essential forms of home buying such as buy-to-let and holiday buying 

can be an important sign of an “over-exuberant” residential market when 

they reach extreme high levels, as was the case about 10 years ago back in 

2004. 

However, currently, the estimates regarding these sources remain moderate, 

albeit slightly up from recent lows. 

Buy-to-let home buying demand may have been recently starting to reflect the 

lagged response of residential investors to an improved residential market. 

While the residential rental market does not yet show fireworks, various 

estimates of rental inflation have shown accelerations, and the FNB-TPN 

estimates have shown a rise in residential yields. In addition, TPN* data has 

shown a considerable improvement in tenant payment performances since the 

recession of 2008/9. 

So, perhaps we should have expected some increase in the level of buy-to-let 

buying, and indeed the 1
st
 Quarter 2014 FNB Estate Agent Survey pointed to 

a further slight increase in buy-to-let buying expressed as a percentage of 

total buying, from a previous percentage of 8%, to 9%. This is the 2
nd

 

successive quarter of increase in this percentage from a low of 7%. 
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But this all still remains a far cry from the height of the boom in early 2004 where buy-to-let buying was estimated 

to be as high as 25% of total buying, of which a portion may have admittedly been more of the short term 

speculative nature. 

However, growth in supply of available rental 

stock is not just about the rate of buy-to-let 

buying but also about the rate of selling of such 

properties by investors. Towards the end of, and 

in the period shortly after, the residential boom 

of last decade, a significant number of buy-to-let 

investors had become disillusioned with the 

level of rental income generated on their 

properties, a portion were financially 

“overcommitted” at the time as recession hit, 

tenant payment performances deteriorated, and 

household sector disposable income growth 

came under pressure. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, the rate of selling of 

investment properties due to owners “not achieving the expected rental income” was significant, reaching a high 

of 10.25% of total residential sales as at the 3
rd

 quarter of 2010, on a 4-quarter moving average basis. 

Since then, however, this percentage has steadily declined to a lowly 3% for the 4-quarters up until the 1
st
 quarter 

of 2014. So, the combination of a lower rate of selling and a slightly higher rate of buy-to-let buying may have 

begun to translate into a faster growth rate in supply of stock to the rental market. 

HOLIDAY HOME BUYING ALSO SLIGHTLY UP BUT REMAINING A LOW PRIORITY 

Like buy-to-let buying, the other form of non-

essential buying, i.e. holiday property buying, 

continues to have a relatively low profile these 

days, although its percentage is also slightly up 

off previous lows. 

The Estate Agent survey estimates total holiday 

home buying to be in the region of 3% of total 

home buying, unchanged from the previous 

quarter but above the prior quarters’2% 

estimate. This, however, remains well-down on 

the 5% estimate at the beginning of 2007. 

 

 

 

SO HOME BUYING FOR PRIMARY RESIDENCE PURPOSES REMAINS KING, ALBEIT AT A SLIGHTLY 

LOWER PERCENTAGE 

Slight increases in buy-to-let and holiday home 

buying estimated percentages, while 2
nd

 

property buying for relatives remains stable at 

1%, translates into a recent slight decline in the 

estimated percentage of total buying attributed 

to primary residential demand, from 90% 2 

quarters ago to 87% in the 1
st
 quarter of 2014. 
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The primary residential demand estimate, however, remains high by comparison to the pre-recession level of 80% 

back early in 2007. 

WHY THE RECENT SMALL HINTS AT NON-ESSENTIAL BUYING IMPROVEMENT, …. 

 The recent “hints” at improvements in the contribution of buy-to-let  and holiday property demand to overall 

home buying, albeit small improvements, can be explained by a few factors: 

• There have been signs of mild improvement in rental inflation recently, as rental stock constraints have 

mounted over time; 

• According to FNB-TPN residential yield calculations, it would appear that yields are up off their low 

points reached at the end of last decade’s boom, making it somewhat more attractive for buy-to-let 

investors; 

• TPN indicates an improved tenant rental payment performance of late compared to 2008/9 around the 

time of the last recession; 

• Interest rates have been low and stable for a few years. 

However, we believe that a key factor for many aspirant investors is the recently improved average house price 

growth performance, with FNB’s latest year-on-year house price growth measurement at 8.6%. We believe that the 

reality is that many aspirant buy-to-let investors are (rightly or wrongly) “pro-cyclical”, and do not focus on the 

yield on property but rather the recent capitaL growth performance, as a way of forming an opinion on whether 

property is a good investment or not. And so, the recently improved residential performance through 2012-early-

2014 has gradually begun to draw increased numbers of aspirant investors. 

 

….BUT WHY STILL RELATIVELY LOW? 

Despite recent hints at a rise in non-essential forms of buying, though, these sources of demand remain at relatively 

low levels compared to the boom years. The constraining factors are believed to be: 

• A financially constrained household sector financial situation, despite low interest rates helping 

somewhat, with the country’s real household disposable income growth pedestrian at between 2 and 3%, 

and still relatively high levels of indebtedness; 

• While residential capital growth has improved somewhat, it remains mediocre in single-digit territory, 

not yet overly attractive for those who perhaps mistakenly base their investment decision on this; 

• Interest rate levels remain above capital growth rates. This makes short term speculative activity in the 

buy-to-let market relatively unattractive; 

• Municipal rates and utilities tariffs are rising fast, which diminishes the attractiveness of leisure property 

ownership somewhat; 

OUTLOOK 

Looking forward, the estate agents involved in the 

survey have moderated their near term buy-to-let 

expectations slightly. 93% of respondents in the 1
st
 

quarter 2014 survey expect buy-to-let levels to remain 

unchanged, up from the previous survey’s 88%, while 

those expecting an increase have dropped from 11% in 

the previous quarter to 7%. Those expecting a decline 

remained unchanged at 1% of total respondents. 

The result is that the FNB Buy-to-Let Market 

Confidence Indicator, which is the smoothed net result 

of these differing agent expectations, declined slightly 
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in the 1
st
 quarter, from a previous level of 0.86 to 0.72 in the 1

st
 quarter (on a scale of +1 to -1) 

From our own point of view, an expectation of some moderation in buy-to-let, and holiday buying for that 

matter, makes sense, given the start of interest rate hiking in January, and given our expectation of more mild 

hiking to come. This rate hiking is expected to contain buy-to-let buying to well-within single digit percentages 

of total buying through 2014 and 2015, with prime rate expected to rise to 11% by end-2015.  

 

Note: *TPN – Tenant Profile Network 

  


